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1 Feature Set of the Software

TheOfflineAnalyzer (OA) canuse theneural networks obtained from theDENK-
welt platform to evaluate images, allowing for the automatic detection of de-
fects (or other features) on a work piece. It evaluates the images entirely on
the local machine and therefore it does not require an internet connection. The
main features of the software include:

� Manual analysis of images via the GUI

� Control of the program via a TCP interface and Google Protobuf encoded
messages. Analysis results can be reported back through the same in-
terface. This allows for the full automation of the image analysis and the
integration of the software into an existing production environment.

� Automatic savingof eachanalyzed imagewith information about the found
features.

� Fully customizable post-analysis filtering of the found features by simple
properties, like gray value, length or area

� Fully customizable binning of samples into one of 4 categories

� Recording of simple statistics, such as: Percentage of samples allocated
to each bin (including the image feature that was responsible for the bin-
ning) and heatmaps (which allows for the spatial correlation of features
between samples)
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2 Program Overview
2.1 Graphical User Interface
This section gives an overviewover the graphical user intarface of the program.
Settings and buttons will be markged in green, other elements in blue.

2.1.1 Log Window

This window is the user’s entry point to the software. It conveys general in-
formation about the status of the program and the main GUI can be accessed
through it.

A LOG: The log section shows general information (in green), warnings (in
blue) and errors (in red).

B NETWORKCONFIG SELECTION: This drop-down list is used to select a
networkconfig file. It will show all available files that are located in the
networkconfig directory. (see section 2.4)

C LOAD: This button loads the networkconfig file that has been selected
with B.

D SET_DEFAULT: This button sets the networkconfig file that has been se-
lectedwithBas the newdefault. Theprogramwill then automatically load
the selected file upon the next start-up. This changes the corresponding
entry in the config.ini . (see section 2.3)

E GUI: This button opens the main window. (see section 2.1.2)
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2.1.2 Main Window

The main window shows an overview of the last evaluations and all functions
of the program can be reached through it.

A CURRENT BINNING: The binning of the sample that is currently visible
in D.

B SIGNIFICANT FEATURES: The features that were responsible for the
binning of the current sample are shown here.

C STATISTICS PANEL:

� Statistics: A simple spreadsheet that shows the absolute number
and ratio of alls cells in the category OK, NOT OK (corresponding to
the bins 1, 2, and 3 in A) and howmany of the different features were
relevant for sorting the sample into the NOT OK categories.
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� Piechart: A piechart representation of the data shown in the Statis-
tics table

� Heatmaps: Shows the per-feature heatmaps
� Trends: Shows how many features of the selected type have been
found at which time

D MAIN IMAGE: The large image shows the analysis results of the sam-
ple that was analyzed last. A click on the image will open a results win-
dowwithmore detailed information on the features that have been found.
(see section 2.1.3)

E SAMPLEHISTORY: The results of previous evaluations aredisplayedhere.
Just aswith themain imageD, a click on an imagewill showmore detailed
results. (see section 2.1.3)

F HEATMAP: This shows a combined heatmap for all detected features

G AUTOSAVE OPTIONS: When the SAVE checkbox is active, all files per-
taining to a given sample (original image, analyzed image and feature
table) will automatically be saved to the path given under PATH with the
naming scheme that is described in the NAME boxes. The different com-
ponents will be concatenated with and underscore (_) in between. These
boxes can be activated and deactivated via the checkboxes below them.

H SAMPLE DIMENSIONS: Here the user can specify the size of the sample
in mm. The given size should describe the full sample image (including,
for example, black borders).

I DEBUG: When this checkbox is active, all features that were found by the
networks will be shown, regardless of whether they were filtered out by
the post analysis filters. The table in the result window will show addi-
tional information, like the exact position and dimensions of the features
bounding box and whether it would be filtered out, given the current set-
tings. It also shows the boundaries of different areas of the cell, like the
border and the active area or the boundaries between different solar cells
on a solar cell module.

J NEXT: If there are images in the queue (see L), this button can be used
to analyze the next image.

K SETTINGS: This buttons opens the settings window. (see section 2.1.4)
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L FILE/DIR: Pressing the FILE-button will allow the user to choose an im-
age that will be analyzed immediately. With the DIR-button a directory
can be selected and all image files in that directory will be put into a
queue. Pressing NEXT (J) will analyze the next image in the queue. With
the AUTO NEXT option (O) this can automated. Every time when either
FILE or DIR is pressed, the current queue will be discarded before putting
the new files in.

M RELOADNETS: If the user changed theneural network files in the networks
directory, this button will reload those files.

N SELECT NETS: Here the user can selectively deactivate specific neural
networks.

O AUTONEXT: If the box is ticked, one image from the queue (see L)will be
analyzed every time the specified amount of seconds has elapsed. Dec-
imal values are allowed.

P OVERLAP THRESHOLD: This option determines how overlapping fea-
ture boxes will be handled. On 100, features will never be sorted out be-
cause of overlap. On 0, even the smallest amount of overlap will lead to
the smaller feature not being shown.

Q RAWNETWORKOUTPUT: Some neural networks give information about
where on the imagea certain feature is located. If theSHOWSEGMENTA-
TIONS checkbox is active, the area that the selected feature is assumed
to be in will be colored in accordingly. An example of this can be seen in
D.

R AUGMENT IMAGES: Currently without function.

S SUSPEND DATA COLLECTION: As long as this checkbox is active, no
results will be added to the statistics.
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2.1.3 Results Window

When clicking on an image in the main window, this results window is brought
up. It will show more detailed information on the image’s evaluation.

A ORIGINAL IMAGE: The original, unmodified image is shown here.

B ANALYZED IMAGE: The analyzed image is shown here

C FEATURE TABLE: All features that were found on the sample and their
properties are represented in the table.

D SAVE ORIGINAL: Pressing this button will save the original image.

E SAVE ANALYZED: Pressing this button will save the analyzed image.

F SAVE TABLE: Pressing this button will save the table in the form of a text
file.
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2.1.4 Settings Window

This settings window provides a graphical interface for adjusting the param-
eters that are saved in the networkconfig file. Changes made to the settings
will be immediately reflected in themain image in themain window, but will not
be persistent until the SAVE button is pressed. To prevent accidental changes
to the settings, the window can be locked using a password. If a password is
set, the settings window will deactivate after a given time has elapsed or after
the LOCK button has been pressed. No settings can be altered until the win-
dow is unlocked again by providing the correct password and pressing CHECK.
The password is saved in cleartext in the networkconfig file and therefore this
feature should not be relied upon as a robust measure against unauthorized
access.
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A PASSWORD: This is the password field.

B CHECK: Pressing this button will check the password and unlock the in-
terface.

C CHANGE: The password can be changed using this button. Entering no
password (leaving the field empty) deactivates thepassword-locking sys-
tem.

D TIME: With this button the time for the automatic locking of the window
can be changed.

E LOCK: This button locks the settings window, preventing any changes
until the correct password is enteredand theCHECKbutton (B) is pressed.

F PASSWORD STATUS: This text will show the time that remains until the
automatic lock. It will also tell the user whether the entered password
was correct or incorrect.

G FEATURESELECTION: This drop-down list contains all the features that
the samples are searched for by the neural networks. To change the set-
tings for a specific feature, it needs to be selected here.

H SAVE: If this button is pressed, the changes made to the settings will be
saved to the currently active networkconfig file.

I TO FILE: This button saves the changes to a new networkconfig file. The
user can choose the name and location of that file.

J ACTIVE: If this box is unchecked, the respective featurewill not be shown
on the images. This will not deactivate the corresponding neural network
but only prevent the feature from being displayed (in contrast to button
N in the main window).

K DEEP: Checking this box will create a deep version (see the glossary in
section 6) of the feature and the program needs to be restarted in order
for the change to take effect. The “table.csv” (if not renamed in the
config.ini ) needs to be moved away or deleted.

L OVERLAP: Checking this box will create an overlap version of the feature
that is defined as the overlap area of this featurewith the feature selected
in the dropdown box. The program needs to be restarted for this change
to take effect. The “table.csv” (if not renamed in the config.ini ) needs
to be moved away or deleted.
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M POST ANALYSIS FILTERS: After the analysis via the neural networks is
finished, the results can be refined using adjustable filters. This allows
for certain features to be ignored if they do not fulfill the conditions set
here. If a feature gets ignored this way, it will not be displayed and it will
not count towards the binning thresholds defined in Q.

N PRIORITY: If the analysis results are saved by the software, they will be
put into a directory that depends on the feature that was responsible for
the binning. If multiple features would have resulted in the same binning,
the directory is chosen using this priority. A lower value means a higher
priority.

O IMAGECLASSIFIER: The image classifier is an output value of the neural
networks that gives an indication of “how sure” the neural network is,
that there is at least one of the respective feature on the sample. This
value will be the same for all features of the same type.

P DEEP GRAY LEVEL: This value defines the mean gray value under which
a feature will be classified as a deep feature. The number given here is
relative to the mean gray value of the entire image.

Q BINNING THRESHOLDS: This part defines the binning thresholds. If any
of the given values of the feature is above the level defined here, it will
be put into the respective bin. In the example seen in the image: If there
are 3 or more black spots, the sample will be put into bin 1, because the
value for TOTAL COUNT on THRESHOLD 1 (THRSH 1) is set to 3. If any
other binning thresholds (including the ones for any other feature) would
result in higher bin numbers, then the highest bin number is chosen. If no
threshold is met, the sample will be classified into bin 0, which is equiv-
alent to an “OK” rating.
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2.2 Settings
Work in progress.

2.3 config.ini
dll_path (default: DLL)
This is the path to the directory that contains the DLLs.

ip (default: 127.0.0.1)
If the IP is set to 127.0.0.1, only connections from the local computer will be
accepted. If it is set to 0.0.0.0, all computers in the network can connect to the
software. If any other IP is set, only connections from that specific IP address
are allowed.

port (default: 22200)
This is the port that the software will listen on for new connections. It is impor-
tant that this port is not already in use by another program on the same com-
puter. A look into a list of commonly used portsmight help tomake sure of this:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_numbers. Note
that no ports above 49150 should be set here.

device_id (default: -1)
This selects the device that will be used for the image analysis. The CPU is -1,
the first GPU is 0, the second GPU is 1, and so on.

log_path (default: log\log.txt)
This is the path where logs will be saved to.

log_level (default: 3)
A log level of 3 means that everything that is shown in the log window will get
saved to the log file. With 2, only WARNINGs and ERRORs will be saved, with
1, only ERRORs will be saved and with 0, nothing will be saved.

max_displayed_lines (default: 200)
This limits the number if lines that will be kept in the log window.

network_path (default: networks)
This is the path to the directory were the network files are kept.

networkconfig_path (default: config)
This is the path to the directory were the networkconfig files will be kept. The
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drop-down list in the log window will display all networkconfig files located in
this directory.

language_file (default: lang_EN.json)
Here the user can select a language pack. Currently there are two language
packs available: English and Chinese.

multi_thread (default: 0)
This option has been depracated and is currently without function.

batch_stack (default: 0)
This option has been depracated and is currently without function.

networkconfig_default_file (default: networkconfig_default.json)
This is the name of the currently active networkconfig file that will be loaded
at start-up. This file needs to be located in the directory specified with the
“networkconfig_path” option.

tab_save_path (default: table.csv)
When the program is closed, all contents of the statistics table will get saved
to this file in a CSV format. Upon starting the program, the file will be loaded
and the table will be filled with its contents. Note that when new neural net-
works get added or when deep or overlap defects are added (see K and L in the
settings window in section 2.1.4), this file needs to bemoved away or deleted.

window_title_suffix (default: Machine 1)
This suffix will be appended to the title of every window of the program. This
can help to distinguish between multiple instances of the program. If it is left
empty, no suffix will be added to the titles.
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2.4 Networkconfig Files
These are the files located in the config directory and which are named
networkconfi_default.json when downloaded from the platform. The JSON in-
side is separated into two parts: “objectDetectionNetwork” and “miscella-
neousSettings”

2.4.1 objectDetectionNetwork

This section defines the avilable networks and their attributes.

2.4.2 miscellaneousSettings

These options control various functions of the software.

autoNext (default: 3)
This controls the delay in seconds for the automatic analysis of the files in a
directory. It corresponds to the number entered in the text field O of the main
window (see section 2.1.2).

borderT_mm / borderB_mm / borderL_mm / borderR_mm (default: 0)
Whenan image is analyzed, themeangray value of the image is calculated. The
values set here define a border from the edge of the image (T: top, B: bottom,
L: left, R: right) in millimeters which is ignored for this calculation.

boxLineWidth (default: 1)
This option can be used to scale the width of the lines of the feature bounding
boxes which are drawn into the analyzed image.

boxTagScale (default: 1)
This option can be used to scale the size of the feature tags which are written
above the bounding boxes in the analyzed image.

counting_edge (default: 0)
Some thresholds pertain to the edge of the image. This option is used to define
that edge and represents the fraction of the image that should be counted as
edge. For example: In an image that has a size of 500 x 500 pixels, with a value
of 0.1 for counting_edge, the edge would be 50 pixels from each edge of the
image.

debug (default: false)
This value corresponds to the value of the checkbox I in the main window (see
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section 2.1.2). If this is set to “true”, all defects are shown, regardless of
whether they would be filtered out due to the settings set in settings window
(see section 2.1.4).

divide_images_horizontal / divide_images_vertical (default: 1)
If the GPU memory does not suffice to analyze an image of a given size, the
image can be devided an is then analyzed in chunks. This options controls the
number of parts that the image should be devided into. A value of 1means that
the image is not divided. Use this optionwith caution, as it might negatively
impact the accuracy of the analysis.

edge_h / edge_h_b / edge_w / edge_w_r (default: 0)
This option controls the edge of the image for mapping of single solar cells to
solar modules.

forceEvalSizeWidth / forceEvalSizeHeight (default: -1)
If the GPU memory does not suffice to analyze an image of a given size, the
image can be scaled down for the analysis. This option has no impact on the
scale of the found features or the resolution of the output images. A value of -1
means, that no scaling will be applied and the size of the input image remains
unchanged. Use this option with caution, as it might negatively impact the
accuracy of the analysis.

heatmap_label_id (default: -1)
This value controls which segmentations will be shown in the analyzed image
and corresponds to an internal ID of the value selected in Q in the main window
(see section 2.1.2).

image_format (default: “PNG”, other allowed values: “JPEG”)
This option controls the image format that image files will be saved in. It also
controls the image format for sending them over the TCP connection.

imageHeight_mm / imageWidth_mm (default: 0)
The real world scale of the image in millimeters is set with this options. These
values are used to calculate, for example, the area, width and height of the
features found in the image.

module_cells_w /module_cells_h (default: 0)
This option controls the number of solar cells that a solarmodulewill be divided
into.

network_selection (default: {})
This entry corresponds to the menu reachable via button N in the main window
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(see section 2.1.2). It can be used to control which networks should be used
for analysing the images.

oneEntryPerFeatureOverNetwork (default: true)
This option controls the format of the “pb_Body_ImageResult” response to an
image analysis request over the TCP connection. If this option is set to “true”,
every feature will have a separate entry in the “features” field of the message
with one single entry in the “feature_infos” field, which defines the attributes
of the feature. If set to “false”, every category of feature will have one entry in
the “features” field and the single features are each represented by an entry
in the “feature_infos” field.

overlapThreshold (default: 100)
If this is set to any value lower than 100 and two features of the same type have
overlapping bounding boxes, the smaller feature will be hidden depending on
the degree of overlap. Higher values mean that more overlap is required for
hiding the smaller feature. A value of 0 means, that even the smallest amount
of overalp will lead to an omission of the smaller feature.

runTestAtStartup (default: false)
If this is set to “true”, a test run of the networks is performed at the start of the
program, before the TCP port is opened. It will use the values specified with
the “forceEvalSize...” parameters, or, if they are set to -1, will use an image
size of 512 x 512. Since the first evaluation on a GPU with a given image reso-
lution takes far longer than all subsequent evaluations within that session, this
function can be used to move this first evaluation to the start of the program.

save_original_to_disk (default: false)
Controls whether the original image should automatically be saved to the hard
drive when the analysis of an image is finished.

save_overlayed_to_disk (default: false)
Controlswhether the imagewithmarked features should automatically be saved
to the hard drive when the analysis of an image is finished.

save_results_to_disk (default: false)
Controls whether information on the found features should automatically be
saved to the hard drive when the analysis of an image is finished. The infor-
mationwill correspond to the information seen in C in the image results window
(see section 2.1.3) and is saved in the form of tabstop separated values. The
content of the file can be copy-pasted into a spreadsheet software if desired.
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selectiveSegmentationMap (default: true)
If set to “true”, the segmentation map of a feature will only be shown when its
bounding box is also visible (i.e. if the feature has not been filtered out). If set
to “false”, the segmentation map will always show all features, regardless of
whether they have been filtered out.

send_original_over_network (default: true)
Controls whether the original image should be sent back within the
“pb_Body_ImageResult” answer to an analysis request.

send_overlayed_over_network (default: true)
Controls whether the image with marked features should be sent back within
the “pb_Body_ImageResult” answer to an analysis request.

send_results_over_network (default: true)
Controls whether information on the found features should be sent back within
the “pb_Body_ImageResult” answer to an analysis request.

settingsPassword (default: ””)
This entry contains the password set in C in the settings window (see section
2.1.4). If this option is set to an empty string (””) or does not exist, the pass-
word feature is deactivated.

showSegmentations (default: false)
This value corresponds to the value of the checkbox in Q in the main win-
dow (see section 2.1.2) and controls whether the segmentation of the features
should be shown in the result image.

simplifiedEvaluation (default: false)
This value corresponds to the value of the checkbox in the main window (see
section 2.1.2) and controls whether the post analysis of the found features
should be omitted. This post analysis step is where the gray values and di-
mensions of the features are calculated, among other things.

suspendDataCollection (default: 0)
This value corresponds to the value of the checkbox in S in the main window
(see section 2.1.2) and controls whether the collecting of data into the statis-
tics (area C in the main window, see section 2.1.2) and the heatmaps should
be skipped.
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3 Usage Walkthrough
3.1 General Preparations
Irrespective of the desired operational mode of the program (manually via GUI
or by using the TCP interface), some preparations need to be made to ensure
the correct functionality of the software:

1. To use the software, the “Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable for Vi-
sual Studio 2019” needs to be installed on the system. We recommend
against downloading this software from third-party, non-Microsoft web-
sites. The latest version can be downloaded directly fromMicrosoft using
this link:
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/the-latest-supported-visual-
c-downloads-2647da03-1eea-4433-9aff-95f26a218cc0

2. Get the current version of the Offline Analyzer program from the link pro-
vided by DENKweit. The directories that are denoted with a date contain
the different versions of the program. The lowermost entry ist always the
most current version. Take the DENKweit.exe and the config.ini from the
desired entry and place them into the same directory on the local system.

3. Download the DLL archive and extract it into the directory that holds the
DENKweit.exe file. The location of the DLL directory can be modified in
the config.ini file. (see section 2.3)

4. Create a directory called config in the same directory as the
DENKweit.exe . Download thenetworkconfig_default.json from theDENK-
weit platformandput it into this directory. (On theplatform, in thedataset
view, go to “Test Prediction” and click on “configuration file”.)

5. Create a directory called networks in the same directory as the
DENKweit.exe . Download the neural network files from the DENKweit
platform (on the platform, in the dataset view, go to “Object Classes”)
and place them into the newly created directory. By the end of this step,
the directory structure should look like the one seen in figure 1.

6. Insert theDENKweit Dongle into an availableUSBport. The systemmight
need a few seconds to recognise the dongle.

7. Ensure that the port specified in the config.ini file is not already taken by
another program on the same system.
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8. To launch the program, run DENKweit.exe .

Figure 1: Example directory structure

3.2 Updating the Software
Toupdate the software, simply exchange theolder versionof theDENKweit.exe
file with a newer one. Should any other parts of the software require an update
(e.g. the DLLs), you will be given more specific instructions.

3.3 Manual Image Analysis
To allow for easy testing, images can be loaded and analyzed directly through
the GUI. To do this, go to the main window and press either the FILE or the DIR
button. With the FILE button one can select a single file that will immediately
be analyzed. The DIR button selects a directory and all image files within that
directory (including subdirectories) will be placed into a queue. Upon pressing
the NEXT button, the next image in the queue will be analyzed and the results
will be shown. With the AUTO NEXT checkbox this process can be automated:
If the box is checked, one image will be taken from the queue every x seconds,
where x is the number specified in the corresponding textbox. Decimal values
are also allowed. Pressing either the FILE or the DIR button will discard the
current queue before reading in the new files.
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3.4 Automated Image Analysis
The program can be interfaced with by other programs using a TCP port that
can be specified in the config.ini . The Offline Analyzer will be referred to as
“OA” and the client that connects to it as “client”. The communication itself
is done using Google Protobuf, which is available for a wide range of progam-
ming languages and provides themechanisms to define and serialize themes-
sages. More information can be found at https://developers.google.com/
protocol-buffers. Protobuf objects are called “messages” (that will be col-
ored in green) and these messages have fields (colored in blue). A field can
hold a variable of a type like integer, float or string and they can also contain
other messages. Some fields also contain multiple elements of the same type
(similiar to an array). The message structures that are used by the OA are de-
fined in the file ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages.proto , that will be provided
by DENKweit. The approach that is described in this section ismeant as amin-
imal example that is sufficient to initialize the program, send an image and re-
ceive the results of the analysis. An example implementation in Python 3 syn-
tax can be found in section 7. For simplicity’s sake some variables will be kept
at their default values, however this does not impede the general functionality
of the program and can be used as described for a production environment.

Every message will have a header, defined under the name “pb_Message-
Header” and most messages will also have a body. The parts of the message
(both header and body) need to be preceded by their length (in bytes), ex-
pressed as a 4-byte unsigned integer in little endian. The general workflow of
creating a Protobuf message looks like this (the first 4 steps only apply if the
message has a body):

1. Create the body message object

2. Set the required fields of the body message object

3. Serialize the body message object and determine the length of the re-
sulting byte string.

4. Prepend the encoded body length to the serialized body message

5. Create the header message object

6. Set the required fields of the header message object and set the size_-
message_body field to the full length of the serialized bodymessage (this
number must include the 4 bytes that were prepended in the earlier step,
set it to 0 if there is no body)

7. Serialize the header message object and determine its length
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8. Prepend the encoded header length to the serialized header message

9. Take the full header message (with prepended length) and append the
full body message (with prepended length)

10. This completed message can then be send over the network

Themessages that are send by the OA will be encoded in the samemanner. All
messages to the OA will be answered by a header-only message that serves
to ensure the client that its message was received correctly. This message
will have the same message_type as the message that it is an answer to. The
minimal procedure to conduct an image analysis is as follows:

1. Establish a TCP connection.

2. Send a message with a pb_Body_Init body.

3. Send a message with a pb_Body_SetConfig body.

4. Now the program is initialized and can receive analysis requests. These
are done using the pb_Body_AnalyzeImage body.

5. Upon finishing the analysis, the OAwill send amessagewith a pb_Body_-
ImageResult body. This message will include all the results of the analy-
sis.

The next paragraphs will give an overview of the structure of the header object
and of the body objects that need to be used for this minimal example:

pb_MessageHeader
Every message starts with a header and some message types will consist only
of a header. When creating a message header, the following fields need to be
filled in:
message_type
This field defines the type of the message that is to be send, according to the
values set in “enum MessageType” in the .proto-file.
response
If the message is a response to a previous message, this field will be set to
True, otherwise it should be set to False.
message_counter
Toaid in the correct association ofmessages, every headerwill includea counter
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that is incremented by one for eachmessage sent. This counter is not a shared
counter, that means, it is maintained separately by the client and the server.
size_message_body
This holds the size of the serialized message body in bytes. If there is no mes-
sage body, it should be set to 0.
timestamp_utc_ms
This field should contain theUNIX Epoch timestamp of the creation of themes-
sage in milliseconds, saved as an integer.
error_code
In the case that the message delivers error information, the error code is set
here as an integer. If no error occurred, it is to be set to 0.

pb_Body_Init
This initializationmessagewill start an analysis session in theOA. Internally the
program will create a timestamp at the moment it receives this message and
it will save the content of the provided init_hash_code field. If the client later
sends a pb_Body_GetStatus_Response message (not needed for this minimal
example), the response to it will include the init_hash_code and the timestamp,
which can be used by the client to distinguish between different analysis ses-
sions.
init_hash_code
This is an arbitrary string of any kind, that can have any form. It can also be an
empty string.

pb_Body_SetConfig
This command will start a separate thread in the program that will handle the
analysis of the images and it will create a “Config Set” that holds certain eval-
uation parameters. The default parameters will work for most cases and the
details of their manipulation is out of the scope of this example.
configset_name
Any string can be chosen to describe the Config Set. (For example: “EL” in
the case of solar cell electroluminescence images) This name must later be
referenced by the pb_Body_AnalyzeImage message.
preset_name
For this example, this field should be set to the string “default” (without the
quotes).
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pb_Body_AnalyzeImage
Thismessage will contain an image (in raw JPG, PNG or TIF format) and it con-
stitutes the request to the OA to analyse the contained image and to send back
the results. Take note that there will be two responses to this message: First,
the header-only response that is expected for all messages and then later,
when the analysis is finished, a header-plus-body message with a body of the
type pb_Body_ImageResult.
serial_number_image
This is as string that can contain the serial number of the image or any other
identifier. Thiswill be sendback in thepb_Body_ImageResultmessage tomake
it easier for the client to associate the result with the correct input image.
configset_name
This stringmust be identical to the one thatwas used in the pb_Body_SetConfig
message.
image
This field contains a message of the type:

pb_ImageData
This message contains the image information:
image_file_format
Contains the format of the file that is to be send, as defined in “enum
pb_FileFormatEnum”.
image_data
Contains the raw, unprocessed byte string of the contents of the file.

pb_Body_ImageResult
This message will be send from the OA to the client after the analysis has fin-
ished. It will contain all the findings of the analsysis as well as the resulting
binning.
serial_number_image
This field will contain the serial number that has been sent in the respective
pb_Body_AnalyzeImage message.
configset_name
This field will contain the name of the Config Set that has been sent in the re-
spective pb_Body_AnalyzeImage message.
image_classification
This field contains the message:

pb_ImageClassification
This message contains the information on the binning of the image:
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image_ok_score
This number will either be 0 (sample is OK), 1, 2, or 3. The latter three
numbers are usually used to denote different severities of issues with the
sample.
image_quality_code
This contains a quality code as a string. These can be constructed via a
set of instructions specific to each of our customers. The default will be a
set of three numbers, such as “000”, with the first number being identical
to the image_ok_score and the latter two numbers denoting a feature ID.

features
This field contains multiple messages of the type:

pb_Feature
Every feature that is found on the image is represented as one of these
messages. They each contain the following information:
probability
The neural network will assign a probability of “how sure” it is to have
found a feature. It is of type double and will range from 0 to 100.
area
The area of the found feature in mm².
length
The length of the found feature in mm.
width
The width of the found feature in mm.
avggrayvalue
The average gray value of the image over the area of the feature.
maxgrayvalue
The maximum gray value of the image within the area of the feature.
mingrayvalue
The minimum gray value of the image within the area of the feature.
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4 Common Issues
� Program fails to detect the Dongle: Close the program, try reinserting

the Dongle or try using another USB port. Then start the program again.

� “ERROR: CommThread was shut down and could not be restartet”:
Make sure that the port specified in the config.ini is not already taken by
another program. Restarting the Computer might also resolve the issue.

� Keynot found error: Some start-up problems can be resolved bymoving
or deleting the “table.csv” file (if not renamed in the config.ini ).
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5 FAQ
Q What happens if the AUTO NEXT time is smaller than the time it takes to

analyze an image? Or: What happens if the user presses NEXT while the
previous analysis is still running? Or: What happens when a pb_Body_-
AnalyzeImagemessage is receivedwhile the previous analysis is still run-
ning?

A The images will then be put into a secondary queue and will be handled
in order. Neither of these actions should lead to any issues.

6 Glossary
Segmentation
Some neural networks deliver information about the location of a featurewithin
an image. The segmentation refers to the area of the image that has been
found to include a certain feature.

Deep Feature / Deep Defect
Some features might have a “deep” version, that is defined as any feature of
that type that has a mean gray value below a certain threshold. This allows for
the definition of separate binning thresholds for particularly severe defects.
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7 Python Example Code
This an example code in Python 3 syntax for a program that will send an image
to the OA for analysis and then receive the results. All incoming messages will
be printed out in full.

import socket
import struct
import time
import os
import ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2
from google.protobuf.json_format import MessageToDict
import pprint

message_counter = 1 # every time a message is send, this is incremented
by 1

serial_number = 1 # the serial number of an image can be any string ,
for this example it is a counter

def create_message(message_type = ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2.
pb_MessageHeader.MessageType.
UNDEFINED):

global message_counter , serial_number

message_has_body = False

if message_type == ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2.
pb_MessageHeader.MessageType.INIT
: # create INIT message

message_has_body = True
message_out_body = ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2.pb_Body_Init

() # create the message object
message_out_body.init_hash_code = os.urandom(8).hex() # this is a

random string of arbitrary form

elif message_type == ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2.
pb_MessageHeader.MessageType.
SETCONFIG: # create SETCONFIG
message

message_has_body = True
message_out_body = ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2.

pb_Body_SetConfig() # create
the message object

message_out_body.configset_name = "EL"
message_out_body.preset_name = "default"



elif message_type == ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2.
pb_MessageHeader.MessageType.
ANALYZEIMAGE: # create
ANALYZEIMAGE message

message_has_body = True

message_out_body = ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2.
pb_Body_AnalyzeImage() # create

the message object
message_out_body.serial_number_image = str(serial_number)
serial_number += 1
message_out_body.configset_name = "EL"

message_out_body.image.image_file_format =
ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2
.pb_ImageData.pb_FileFormatEnum
.PNG_FF # the file format is
PNG

with open(image_path , 'rb') as file:
message_out_body.image.image_data = file.read() # the image data

is given as the raw byte
string as read from the file

# define the header message
message_out_header = ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2.

pb_MessageHeader() # create the
message object

message_out_header.message_type = message_type # set the message type
message_out_header.response = False # this message is no response ,

this will be set to "True" in all
received answers from the

analyzer
message_out_header.message_counter = message_counter # set the

message counter; every program
counts only its own outoging
messages

message_counter += 1
message_out_header.timestamp_utc_ms = int(time.time()*1E3) # UNIX

Epoch timestamp in milliseconds
message_out_header.error_code = 0 # error code 0 denotes that no

error occured

if message_has_body:
body_string = message_out_body.SerializeToString() # this converts

the message to a serialized
byte-string

body_legth_int = len(body_string)



body_length = struct.pack('<I', body_legth_int) # all messages must
start with 4 bytes that encode
their length (these 4 bytes

are not counted towards the
length); this value is encoded
as little -endian unsigned int;
header message and body message

are regarded seperately for
this

body_message = body_length + body_string
message_out_header.size_message_body = body_legth_int + 4 # the

header contains information
about the bodies length

else:
message_out_header.size_message_body = 0 # not all messages have a

body, this will stay at 0 then
body_message = b'' # empty byte string

header_string = message_out_header.SerializeToString() # serilaize
the message object into a byte
string

header_length = struct.pack('<I', len(header_string)) # prepend its
length as 4-byte, little endian ,
unsigned integer

header_message = header_length + header_string

full_message = header_message + body_message

return full_message

def receive_message():
response_length_bytes = s.recv(4) # get the length of the following

message
response_length = struct.unpack('<I', response_length_bytes[:4])[0] #

interpret the length (4-byte,
little endian , unsigned integer)

response = s.recv(response_length) # listen for the amount of bytes
that has been determined

message_in_header = ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2.
pb_MessageHeader() # create the
protobuf object

message_in_header.ParseFromString(response) # fill the object with
the contents of the received
message

# print the header



print("Header:")
pprint.pprint(MessageToDict(message_in_header))

if message_in_header.size_message_body > 0: # if the header says
there is a body, receive the body

message
response_length_bytes = s.recv(4)
response_length = struct.unpack('<I', response_length_bytes[:4])[0]
response = s.recv(response_length)

if message_in_header.message_type ==
ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2
.pb_MessageHeader.MessageType.
IMAGERESULT: # get the correct
body type from the header
message

message_in_body = ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2.
pb_Body_ImageResult()

message_in_body.ParseFromString(response)

# print the body
print("Body:")
pprint.pprint(MessageToDict(message_in_body))

# MAIN PART OF THE PROGRAM
port = 22200
TCP_IP = "127.0.0.1" # this assumes that the client and the OA run on

the same machine
TCP_PORT = int(port)

image_path = "example_image.png" # path to the image that will be
analyzed

s = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM)
s.connect((TCP_IP, TCP_PORT)) # open a connection to the analyzer

# send message
init_message = create_message(ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2.

pb_MessageHeader.MessageType.INIT)
s.sendall(init_message)

# get response
receive_message()

print()



# send message
setconfig_message = create_message(ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2.

pb_MessageHeader.MessageType.
SETCONFIG)

s.sendall(setconfig_message)

# get response
receive_message()

print()

# send message
analyze_message = create_message(ImageAnalysis_ProtobufMessages_pb2.

pb_MessageHeader.MessageType.
ANALYZEIMAGE)

s.sendall(analyze_message)

# get response , this is the answer to the ANALYZEIMAGE message
receive_message()

print()

# get response , the second message contains the image results and
consists of a header and a body

receive_message()
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